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Better Maps of Disease

Not just what we do, but how we do it

Power of building a Commons for evolving 
Models of Disease

Clinician Scientists desperately need, but will resist 
digital curation





Academia



Biotech



Industry





it’s time to admit the truth: we’re not doing 
drug discovery/ development the right way



Current costs for drug approval
$1Billion taking 5 -10 years



75% of approved cancer drugs don’t work.



.



Insights from time at Merck: Comprehensive  clinical/ molecular 
data sets: generation of large databases 
Insights from time at Merck: Comprehensive  clinical/ molecular 
data sets: generation of large databases

Relational database
Tens of Thousands of patient profiles

Therapies pathology imaging
Outcomes response survival 
Individual Biomarker profiles 

patient

Physician (or Patient or Expert)  
Compares individual profile 

to database

Choice of therapy based on patient profile



The Merck/Moffitt Strategy:  Direct patient selection from 
database matching molecular signatures to clinical trials

Profiles stored at hospital

Disease 
recurrence

and trial
eligibility

• Validation of molecular  hypotheses  
• Patient selection on available profiling data

Re contact
Trial design

“BRCA ness”
DNA Damage   PI3K  

Ras

Select Target LOF

Trial sig C

Trial sig B

Clinical trial Portfolio

Biomarker Driven Branched Subpopulation based Trials- Problem is in getting enough samples

Trial sig A





NECESSARY
BUT 

INSUFFICIENT





Massively Powerful New Tools Emerging

10,000s of
REPORTERS

CELL

Many attempting to migrate from symptoms/ cellular pathological
to a molecular / personalized basis of disease 



Amazing Technologies 
 will soon create a revolution
 in our understanding of diseases
 resulting in new categories,  and therapies• o





Linear Attributes will not provide the 
maps





The value of appropriate representations/ maps

http://www.csb.yale.edu/userguides/graphics/explorer/html/render/issue8/cern.gif


•

 

Generate data need to build
•

 

bionetworks
•

 

Assemble other available data useful for building networks
•

 

Integrate and build models
•

 

Test predictions
•

 

Develop treatments
•

 

Design Predictive Markers

Merck Inc. Co.
5 Year Program
Based at Rosetta
Total Resources
>$150M

The “Rosetta Integrative Genomics Experiment”: Generation, assembly,  
 and integration of data to build models that predict clinical outcome



trait

How is genomic data used to understand biology?

“Standard” GWAS Approaches Profiling Approaches

“Integrated” Genetics Approaches

Genome scale profiling provide correlates of 
disease

Many examples BUT what is cause and effect?

Identifies Causative DNA 
Variation but provides NO 

mechanism

Provide unbiased view 
of molecular physiology  
as it relates to disease 

phenotypes
Insights on mechanism

Provide causal 
relationships and allows 

predictions

RNA amplification
Microarray hybirdization

Gene Index
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Constructing Co-expression Networks

Start with expression measures for ~13K genes most variant genes

 

across 100‐150 samples

Note: NOT a gene
expression heatmap
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Establish a 2D correlation 
matrix for all gene pairs 

Define Threshold 
eg >0.6 for edge

Clustered Connection Matrix

Hierarchically 
cluster

sets of genes for which 
many pairs interact 
(relative to the total 

number of pairs in that 
set)

Network Module

Identify 
modules



Probabalistic Models- Rosetta

Gene symbol Gene name Variance of OFPM 
explained by gene 
expression*

Mouse 
model

Source

Zfp90 Zinc finger protein 90 68% tg Constructed using BAC transgenics

Gas7 Growth arrest specific 7 68% tg Constructed using BAC transgenics

Gpx3 Glutathione peroxidase 3 61% tg Provided by Prof. Oleg 
Mirochnitchenko (University of 
Medicine and Dentistry at New 
Jersey, NJ) [12]

Lactb Lactamase beta 52% tg Constructed using BAC transgenics

Me1 Malic enzyme 1 52% ko Naturally occurring KO

Gyk Glycerol kinase 46% ko Provided by Dr. Katrina Dipple 
(UCLA) [13]

Lpl Lipoprotein lipase 46% ko Provided by Dr. Ira Goldberg 
(Columbia University, NY) [11]

C3ar1 Complement component 
3a receptor 1

46% ko Purchased from Deltagen, CA

Tgfbr2 Transforming growth 
factor beta receptor 2

39% ko Purchased from Deltagen, CA

Networks facilitate direct 
identification of genes that are 

causal for disease
Evolutionarily tolerated weak spots

Nat Genet (2005) 205:370



"Genetics of gene expression surveyed in maize, mouse and man." Nature. (2003)
"Variations in DNA elucidate molecular networks that cause disease." Nature. (2008)
"Genetics of gene expression and its effect on disease." Nature. (2008) 

"Validation of candidate causal genes for obesity that affect..." Nat Genet. (2009)
….. Plus  10 additional papers in Genome Research, PLoS Genetics, PLoS Comp.Biology,  etc

"Identification of pathways for atherosclerosis." Circ Res. (2007) 
"Mapping the genetic architecture of gene expression in human liver." PLoS Biol. (2008) 

…… Plus  5 additional papers in Genome Res., Genomics, Mamm.Genome

"Integrating genotypic and expression data …for bone traits…" Nat Genet. (2005) 
“..approach to identify candidate genes regulating BMD…" J Bone Miner Res. (2009) 

"An integrative genomics approach to infer causal associations ...” Nat Genet. (2005)
"Increasing the power to detect causal associations… “PLoS Comput Biol. (2007)
"Integrating large-scale functional genomic data ..." Nat Genet. (2008) 
…… Plus 3 additional papers in PLoS Genet., BMC Genet.

d

Metabolic 
Disease

CVD

Bone

Methods

Extensive Publications now Substantiating Scientific Approach
Probabilistic Causal Bionetwork Models

• >60 Publications from Rosetta Genetics Group (~30 scientists) over 5 years 
including high profile papers in PLoS Nature and Nature Genetics 



details at:
http://sagebase.org/research/publications.html

http://sagebase.org/research/publications.html


Exploring the Global Landscape of Human Disease Through Public Data

CommonalitiesDifferences

Public data 
enables 

quantitative
disease 

relationships

High quality 
signals exist 
in public data

Genetic architecture 
of autoimmune 

diseases

Plasma proteome 
networks

Functional gene 
module networks

Which 
biomarkers best 

discriminate 
diseases?

Is there a 
blood 

biomarker for 
general 

pathology?

Are there 
genetic 

“switches” for 
autoimmunity?

Do common 
modules 
harbor 

pluripotent 
drug targets?

Which modules 
are unique to 

metabolic 
diseases?

Is there a 
common 

autoimmune 
susceptibility 

variant?

Joel Dudley et al.. Molecular systems 
biology (2009) vol. 5 pp. 307

Joel Dudley and 
Atul Butte. Pacific 

Symposium on 
Biocomputing 

(2009) pp. 27-38

Marina Sirota et 
al. PLoS genetics 
(2009) vol. 5 (12) 

pp. e1000792

Silpa Suthram et 
al. PLoS 

computational 
biology (2010) 
vol. 6 (2) pp. 

e1000662



what we see...



.



.



Recognition that the benefits of bionetwork based molecular 
models of diseases are powerful but that they require 
significant resources

Appreciation that it will require decades of evolving 
representations as real complexity emerges and needs to be 
integrated with therapeutic interventions



Sage Mission

Sage Bionetworks is a non‐profit organization with a vision to 
 create a “commons”

 
where integrative bionetworks are evolved 

 by contributor scientists with a shared vision to accelerate the
 elimination of human disease

34
Sagebase.org

Data Repository

Discovery Platform

Building Disease Maps

Commons Pilots



Lee Hartwell      Hans Wizgell WangJun Jeff Hammerbacher

Nobel Laureate
Co-Founder Rosetta

ExPresident Karolinska
Head SAB Rosetta

Executive Director
BGI

CEO Cloudera
Built, and Led 
the Data team 
at Facebook

Board of Directors- Sage Bionetworks



Sage Bionetworks



Sage Bionetworks



Example 1: Identification of Molecular Drivers of Breast Cancer

4 Published Breast Cancer Gene Expression Studies

Combine

Bayesian Network

Co‐expression Network

Bayesian Sub‐network 

 with Global Drivers 

 (yellow)



Overlapping of EGFR and Her2 Pathways with Super modules



Example 2: “Non‐Responders”
 

Cancer Project

ID Non-Responders to Approved CA Drugs

Strategy: Collect Samples and Data on Patients getting approved drugs for 
specific indications where less than 50% of patients benefit from drugs

Approach: Work with Clinical Trial Leaders and Patients -150-200 each arm
Generate Whole Genome Sequencing, RNA, CNV

Goal: Identify a biomarker that can detect those patients with less than a 15% 
chance of responding to approved therapy so as to offer them new 
investigational drugs

Benefits: Patient avoid side effects and better treatments, Payers spend less 
money, New therapies into patients quicker and not on top of existing therapies

Asian No



Example 3: Project to Curate/Host Clinical Trials Comparator Arms

Goal: Gather large datasets capable of building better maps of disease
Approach: Request Control and Placebo Arms of Industry Clinical Trials with Genomic Data

Have independent funds to curate and host data for all to use: sagebase.org
Companies Engaged:  GSK Genentech/Roche, J&J, Lily, Merck, Pfizer , MEDCO



Global Coherent Data Sets

A data set containing genome-wide DNA variation and intermediate 
trait, as well as physiological phenotype data across a population of 
individuals large enough to power association or linkage studies, 
typically 50 or more individuals. To be coherent, the data needs to be 
matched with consistent identifiers. Intermediate traits are typically 
gene expression, but may also include proteomic, metabolomic, and 
other molecular data. 

GCDs are current state of knowledge and subject to change as more information becomes available to 
Sage



Sage Bionetworks: Platform

A 

 

data 

 

set 

 

containing 

 

genome‐wide 

 

DNA 

 

variation 

 

and 

 

intermediate 

 

trait, 

 

as 

 

well 

 

as 

 
physiological phenotype data across a 

 

population 

 

of 

 

individuals 

 

large 

 

enough 

 

to 

 

power 

 
association or linkage studies, typically 50 or more individuals. To be coherent, the data 

 
needs 

 

to 

 

be 

 

matched 

 

with 

 

consistent 

 

identifiers. 

 

Intermediate 

 

traits 

 

are 

 

typically 

 

gene 

 
expression, but may also include proteomic, metabolomic, and other molecular data. 

See http://www.sagebase.org/commons/repository.php

GLOBAL COHERENT DATASETS

MODELS

43

TOOLS

Key Driver Analysis (KDA) Tool  (R package/Cystoscape

 

plug in)
http://sagebase.org/research/tools.php



Sage Global Coherent Datasets

44

See http://www.sagebase.org/commons/repository.php



NOT JUST WHAT BUT HOW





Physicists –Open Access

Gentil-Beccot, Anne; Salvatore Mele, Travis Brooks (2009) Citing and Reading 
Behaviours in High-Energy Physics: How a Community Stopped Worrying about 
Journals and Learned to Love Repositories

(1) Making research papers open access (OA) dramatically increases their impact

(2) .(2) The earlier that papers are made OA, the greater their impact

(3) .(3) High Energy Physics (HEP) researchers were among the first to make their 
papers OA (since 1991, and they did it without needing to be mandated to do it!)



SGC OxfordSGC Toronto SGC Stockholm

Aled Edwards
SGC Toronto

Chas Bountra
University of Oxford

No IP policy can facilitate Science and 
Target Discovery: 

Enable pooling of resource, expertise and capabilities



Modus operandi for SGC
• Do, and enable great science

• Work with the very best (200+ collaborations)

• Publish in high impact journals

• Exceed objectives agreed with funders

• No IP



sharing as an adoption of common standards..
Clinical   Genomics  Privacy   IP  





Data sharing and internationalization

Broad approaches to standards and ontologies

Citation of Network Models and Associated Data

Incentives and rewards for model building



Why not share clinical /genomic data and model building in the 
ways currently used by the software industry 
(power of tracking workflows and versioning



Evolution of a Software Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial user starts developing a project by making small incremental changes to code.  Version control system track internal versions
Second developer added, developers begin to alternate changes
Code reaches certain level, developers tag it as public version 1.0 and release it 
New developer picks up the release as a dependency.  Reuses code in new context without modifying it for a new project.
Project branches.  Incremental changes go into different branches
Short term bug fixes go into one branch.  Eventually released as a patch 1.1 
Main long term development goes into the trunk
New developer can create another branch for experimental work.  If it doesn't work out he can throw it out without impacting the project.
Desired changed in any branch can be merged back into the trunk.



Evolution of a Biology Project



Software Tools Support Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing code in a controlled way is a necessary part of a development effort, but it is not sufficient to create a collaborative environment
Tests and build scripts must be checked in as well so developers will know if their changes broke somebody else’s work
Documentation, Bug Data, requirements and design docs, and external code dependencies are also part of project data
A set of applications is typically used by a variety of different users to understand and contribute to the project in different ways, from code development to helping users get started using the software
There are several providers which will host this whole set of data and tools for you, so developers can focus on the project.  (Source Forge, Google, GitHub, etc)
Just managing scientific data and not building a similar surrounding constellation of supporting documentation, tests, etc is doomed to fail.
But, keeping this whole set of information up to date is still an effort.  People have to be incented to do this.  In software projects, people do this because they are financially or otherwise invested in the success of the project over their own personal recognition.  They are not incented to make code reusable because the system micromanages and tracks the level of each person’s contribution.





Biology Tools Support Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes





Platform Functional Areas



Potential Supporting Technologies

Taverna

Addama

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Message: We are not building from scratch.  Issue is in evaluating a variety of technologies that could each comprise part of the solution



Pilots & 
demonstrators 

2010



•
 

Persistent identification 
•

 
Identifier‐agnostic 

 framework
•

 
Resilient resolution service
•

 
Multi‐directional linking 

 e.g. to peer‐reviewed 
 paper, to datasets

•
 

Version control, 
 provenance

SageCite  Project GoalsSageCite  Project Goals



http://www.myexperiment.org

• Socially share, discover, review and reuse 
 workflows and other scientific methods.

• Cooperative market place.
• A scientific gateway.

• Commons‐based Production + Social 
 networking

• Primary contribution, reviewing and curating.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self organising communities



Find experts and 
peers, advice, 
workflows, packs

Contribute, review 
and curate 
workflows

Train and educate
Launch workflows Cloud Methods Commons

http://www.myexperiment.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
myExperiment currently has 5374 members, 234 groups, 1283 workflows, 345 files and 132 packs 

An open community for sharing, discovering and reusing workflows and other scientific methods.
A platform for launching workflows
A methods commons

Currently: 3272 members, 223 groups, 1024 workflows, 306 files and 97 packs, 56 different countries.




Role of Microarrays in Basic Research

About 15 papers published every day
7,549 papers with microarray and cancer in abstract



Data as an ingredient for papers, 
 patents, companies, resumes

 

instead
 

Data as ingredients to new 
 experiments



Outline of process used to analyze 
 microarray data.

Raw DataRaw Data

AnalysisAnalysis

ResultsResults

Starting with what the technology provided…

… which gave them a set of statistics...

… they did something …

InferenceInference … which they used to derive some conclusion ...



… that can’t be reproduced!



Why does this fail?

Raw DataRaw Data

AnalysisAnalysis

ResultsResults

No requirement that it be posted

Some journals require that data used 
to generate results be published, some 

don’t.

Described in a paragraph that is usually not the main 
focus of the paper for the reader / reviewer, even 

though it might be the key innovation.  Sometimes 
requires licensed software to reproduce.  Always 

requires access to raw data. 

InferenceInference
Assuming paragraph describing 

analysis process reads well you are free 
to speculate….



What would work –
 

validate the process

Raw DataRaw Data AnalysisAnalysis ResultsResults

Made publicly 
available

Results be documented according to some 
standards (e.g. networks in Sage Bionetworks 

platform,  gene lists, etc)

Code used to analyze raw data in 
order to generate results 

deposited somewhere that meets 
some standard

InferenceInference



Data as an ingredient for papers, 
 patents, companies, resumes



How to Host Network Models
 

Sage Bionetworks is working on a major
 agreement with a major Publisher



Sage Federation‐  Pilot Commons  intralab
 

communication = interlab
 

communication 
 Josh Sommers

• Lab Groups
– Seattle‐

 
Sage Bionetworks

– New York‐
 

Columbia: Califano
– Palo Alto‐

 
Stanford: Butte

– San Diego‐
 

UCSD: Ideker
– San Francisco: UCSF/Sage: Schadt

• Projects
– Aging
– Diabetes
– Warburg

• Goals: Share all datasets, tools, models



Sage Mission

Sage Bionetworks is a non-profit organization with a vision to create a 
“commons” where integrative bionetworks are evolved by contributor scientists 

with a shared vision to accelerate the elimination of human disease

Data Repository

Discovery Platform

Building Disease Maps

Governance & Rules

Identify subpopulations
With common

Network
Sensitivities

Align Non-Responder
Indications

Cell Line 
Genomic

Annotation Project

Comparator Arms of
Clinical Trials

Commons Pilots
Align interface for data

Tools and models



Who will build this Personalized 
Medicine?
Who will build this

Patients  Physicians  Citizens  Knowledge Experts
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